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American Journal of Philology 114 (1993) 27- 44 10 1993 by The Johns Hopkins University Press 

HERODOTUS' USE OF PROSPECTIVE SENTENCES 
AND THE STORY OF RHAMPSINITUS 
AND THE THIEF IN THE HISTORIES 

This study is a part of an attempt to analyze the work of Herod
otus in terms of performance rather than as a text to be read, and it is 
based on two assumptions. The first is that the Histories evidently con
stitutes a performance in the ordinary sense of the word, being com
posed of sections which individually or in combination were designed 
to be delivered orally in front of an audience and whose performance 
has in turn helped to shape the text we now have. 1 The second assump
tion concerns the applicability to the Histories of the term "performa
tive" from the point of view of speech-act theory. "Performative" in 
this sense denotes an utterance that "does" something.2 On the one 
hand we may regard the Histories as a whole, seen from the outside, as 
performative. By verbal means it performs certain "world-changing" 
actions: it explicitly confers kleos (saving events of men and wonderful 
deeds of Greeks and non-Greeks from becoming "evanescent" with 
time and "unglorious," according to the formulation of the first sen
tence), and it indirectly warns.3 On the other hand, if we look at the 

1 As Nagy states, Pindur's Homer 220, the inquiry Herodotus says he is presenting 
in the proem (LatoQtT)~ cm61iE~L~), "is not a public oral performance as such, but it is a 
public demonstration of a performance." For the likelihood that parts of the Histories may 
have been in the public domain before the publication of the whole and for evidence of 
oral performances see, most recently, Evans, Herodotus 90, 94-104. On the uses of 
writing in the fifth century and its relationship with oral modes of communication see 
Thomas, Oral Tradition 15-34. 

2 1 owe this distinction between the wider and the more specialized use of "perfor
mance" to Martin, Language of Heroes 47 and passim, who applies both meanings to his 
analysis of heroic utterances in the Iliad. For the definition and discussion of " performa
tive" I base myself on the study of Austin, How to Do Things with Words, the initiator of 
speech-act theory; and on subsequent elaborations especially by Searle, "Classification" 
and Expression and Meaning; and Bach and Harnish, Linguistic Communication; as well 
as the useful compendiums provided by Prince, Dictionary of Narrato/ogy. On the appro
priateness of applying speech-act theory to literary works see van Dijk, "Pragmatics and 
Poetics"; Pratt, Speech-Act Theory esp. 132-51; Searle, Expression and Meaning 58-75. 

3 See the detailed discussion by Nagy, Pindur's Homer 262-63, 303-13, 314-38, 
who draws a parallel between the medium of Herodotus and the ainos of Pindar on the 
basis of their equivalent performative roles. A world-changing, as opposed to world
describing, utterance is one which attempts to get the world to match the words-e.g., a 
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28 ROSARIA YIGNOLO MUNSON 

discourse of Herodotus from within, it appears composed of different 
types of sentences, or groups of sentences, which can be classified in 
terms of their different performative roles and force. 

The very notion of speech-act originated with Austin's distinction 
between goal-directed utterances (such as promises, commands, and 
verdicts) and true-or-false statements of facts, which he called "con
statives" (of the type "Napoleon won the battle of Austerlitz" or "The 
earth is flat"). Austin went on to show how this preliminary distinction 
is untenable, since saying, reporting, and narrating are also actions 
performed by words. 4 Current speech-act theorists accordingly reject 
the notion of a nonperformative utterance and rather classify utterances 
by type on the basis of the action each of them performs. Thus Searle's 
classification of illocutionary acts includes five categories: representa
tives (the speaker commits to something being the case, e.g. , stating, 
reporting); directives (the speaker attempts to get the hearer to do 
something, e.g., commanding, advising); commissives (the speaker 
commits to some future course of action, e.g., promising, expressing 
intention); expressives (the speaker expresses a psychological state, 
e.g., congratulating, apologizing); declarations (the speaker brings a 
state of affairs into existence by declaring it to exist, e.g. , naming a 
child, declaring war, appointing someone to office). 5 

The sentences which Austin used as paradigms of "constative" 
are regarded as representatives in Searle's taxonomy, but they differ 
from others of that class in that they are implicit rather than explicit 
performatives (that is, not in the form "I declare that the earth is flat," 
although that is their deep structure) and have no additional features 
besides the speaker's committing to something's being the case.6 For 

command, verdict or promise-and not vice versa. The distinction is formulated by 
Searle , "Classification" 3- 4. Cf. Pratt, Speech-Act Theory 142-43. 

"Austin , How to Do Things with Words , 132-49. 
'Searle. "Classification" 10-16. "lllocutionary act" designates an act performed in 

saying something. The first taxonomy was compiled by Austin. How to Do Things 1vith 
Words 150-63. and many different versions have appeared since . Cf.. e .g., Bach and 
Harnish, Linguistic Communication 39-119. 

"Searle. ·'Classification" 10-11, focuses his description on explicit representatives 
and broadens the category to include illocutionary acts of "boast" and " lament" (" repre
sentatives with the added feature that they have something to do with the interest of the 
speaker") as well as " conclude'" and "deduce" ("representatives with the added feature 
that they mark a certain relation between the representative illocutionary act and the rest 
of the discourse or the context of the utterance"). 
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HERODOTUS' USE OF PROSPECTIVE SENTENCES 29 

the purposes of our discussion on Herodotus, these implicit representa
tives should be grouped in a special category, because they constitute 
the basic units of narrative or description, and in turn narrative and 
description represent the two essential modes through which the 
speech-act of the Histories pursues its overall goals. 

We can now state that in Herodotus' discourse, series of narrative 
(or descriptive) statements of the type we have just described are irreg
ularly interspersed with sentences or clauses which either clearly fall in 
one of the classes of Searle's illocutionary acts other than the represen
tative, or in any case have an illocutionary purpose (be it implicit or 
explicit) different from that of stating, reporting, etc.7 

The subdivision I have just made between implicit representatives 
(Austin's original "constatives") and other performatives roughly cor
responds to a distinction of a different order, between narrative and 
metanarrative. 8 While the narrative describes the "outside world," the 
metanarrative (more or less explicitly) describes the narrative.9 Most 
metanarrative sentences come either before or after the narrative seg
ment to which they refer and may therefore be catalogued as either 

7 For example, explicit praise (as at 7.135.1 , "The daring of these men is worthy of 
wonder, and in addition so are their words"), though, I suppose, Searle (on the basis of 
note 6 above) would attribute it to the class of representatives. 

8 Most (though not all) statements belong to narrative, and most (though not all) 
performatives of the second group are metanarrative. To show the precise extent to which 
this is true would require a discussion beyond the scope of this paper. 

9 Here, and from now on, the term " narrative" includes description and is em
ployed in antithesis with " metanarrative" and in a broader sense than usual. For different 
restricted definitions see, e.g. , Labov, Language in the Inner City 359; Prince, Dictionary 
of Narratology s.v. "narrative"; and Coste, Narrative as Communication 36. In my use of 
the term, the narrative is made up of all referential facts, and its minimal units may be 
represented by statements in the mode of do or happen or is in the present or in the past, 
including what some critics would call "description." Any "piece" of narrative, more or 
less autonomous and made out of one or more statements, will be called a " narrative 
segment." An obvious illustration of metanarrative, on the other hand, is provided by 
titles of chapters in some modern novels. Regardless of its form, "Mr. Pip Goes to Lon
don." if it is a title, does not describe an action but rather the topic of the coming 
narrative . In light of the earlier distinction, moreover, the sentence clearly has a different 
performative function from that of a formally identical statement of fact. It does not 
report; it implicitly promises a narrative and is semantically equivalent to " I will narrate 
what happened when, or how it came about that, Mr. Pip went to London." It is, in other 
words, a commissive. For the concept of metanarra tive or metanarration as talk about the 
narrative see Babcock, "Story in the Story," and Bauman, Story, Performance and Event 
98-101. 
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30 ROSARIA VIGNOLO MUNSON 

introductions or conclusions, identifying a narrative segment which fol
lows or capping one that precedes. Each of these two categories may in 
turn be subdivided into a limited number of different types according to 
their syntactical structure and the relationship of their propositional 
content to the narrative to which they refer. 10 What all introductions 
and conclusions have in common , however. is that they all in some way 
summarize what will be narrated or what has been narrated. These 
sentences are rhetorical signs of a didactic communication from the 
speaker to the audience, and although their illocutionary purposes must 
be assessed in the specific cases. generally speaking they bid the audi
ence to receive the narration in a certain manner, they announce narra
tives to come , and they effect in the logos subdivisions necessary for its 
comprehension (" I end,'' "I begin") . 11 

Among these metanarrative statements, the prospective sentence 
is, according to my definition, the type of introduction in which the 
primary element of summarization is represented by a forward-looking 
demonstrative (a form of 06£, TO LOOO£ , or ouwc:;) which either modifies 
or replaces an expressive nominal element (subject, object. predicate, 
or adverb). 12 For example: 

LUQOLEc; bE ~/.woav (iJbE ( 1.84.1) 
They captured Sardis in this way (i.e .. in the following way) . 

xm'a utov bE Kgoioov tubE ioy[vt:to (1.85 .1) 
Concerning Croesus himself. these things (i.e .. the following things) hap
pened. 

'"Some of these types are described in Munson. Transitions 28-33. 
''Thus Barthes , " Discourse of History " 130. observe s that traditionally the initial 

sentence of a history constitutes a "performative opening. for in it speech is usually a 
solemn act of foundation." In most cases metanarrative sentences are indirect speech
acts. in which one illocutionary act is performed indirectly by way of performing another 
(typicall y a statement). For indirect speech-acts in ordinary communication in English 
see Searle, Expressions and MeaninR 30-57. 

" Munson. Transitions 28. There is otherwise no other ready-made terminology 
which distinguishes among different types of introductory and concluding statements. 
Van Groningen. Composition Litteraire 44 , applies the term chel'il/e prospective to all 
introductions. "Framing sentences" ([mmerwahr. Form and ThouRht 12) and "shifters of 
organization" (Barthes. Discourse of Historv 129) are among the terms which have been 
used to denote a general category of metanarrative sentences which includes the prospec
tive type . 
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Utterances of this type may attain various degrees of complexity and 
fulfill a number of performative functions by virtue of additional ele
ments besides those which make them " prospectives." Considered in 
their barest form, however, prospective sentences are at least seman
tically equivalent to illocutionary acts which promise information and 
indirectly request attention. They are metanarrative because "the fol
lowing things" and "in the following way" mean "the things I am going 
to recount" and " in the way I am going to recount"; in other words, the 
prospective demonstratives refer not to the material of the narrative, 
but to the narrative itself. 

Prospective sentences constitute, with retrospective conclusions 
(their approximate counterpart), 13 one of the most pervasive features 
of Herodotus ' expository style and are largely responsible for the 
chopped-up rhythm of his account. In Thucydides' book 2, for exam
ple, we find eight prospective sentences in all; in chapters 1-124 of 
Thucydides' book 1 there are five. On the other hand, two passages of 
equal length in Herodotus, taken at random from books 3 and 7, contain 
forty-four and twenty-six respectively.14 

Prospective sentences can be external or internal to a varying 
degree. In an absolute sense, the only external prospective is one 
which, occurring at the beginning of a work, summarizes and identifies 
the whole. This is the case, for example , of Herodotus ' first sentence 
('HgoMwu 'AAtXaQVY]OOEO£ iOTOQtY]£ CtJt00£SL£ ijO£ .. . ) and the open
ing of Hecataeus' Genealogiai (FGrHist 1 fr. 1, 'Exawio£ MtA.l']oto£ (M£ 
f!1J8£itm· taO£ yga<j>w ... ), both highly expressive programmatic-pro
spective introductions. 15 Within a complex narrative unit , however, we 
may call "external" those prospective sentences that are equivalent to 

13 These are statements that end a narrative segment, in which the primary element 
of summarization is represented by a backward-looking demonstrative referring to the 
narrative "above": e.g. , 1.22.4, xm:a ftEY TOY 1t(>O£ MtAT]olour; TE xat 8Qaouj3ouAov noAE
ftOY 'AAuann WOE f.oxE, where WOE means "in the way I have just reported." 

14 The higher frequency of prospective pronouns in Herodotus than in Thucydides, 
as recorded by Miiller, Satzbau 71, though not conclusive for the limited category of 
prospective sentences, points in the same direction. In my own count I am not including 
prospective sentences of the type "he said the following" (Ta6E f.<j>T] , etc.) introducing 
direct speeches, which are almost compulsory in the mixed dramatic mode and whose 
number therefore largely depends on the number of separate direct utterances reported in 
the text. 

15 See below, note 24, for the " programmatic" element. 
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chapter headings or titles for semiautonomous narratives, that is for 
narrative segments that could be excerpted from the context and told as 
separate stories. External prospectives frequently (though irregularly) 
mark articulation points in the narrative of the Histories: the two quoted 
above, for example, delimit two consecutive chapters in the account of 
the Persian conquest of Lydia. But in the narrative style of Herodotus 
this large-scale organizing role of prospective sentences is merely an 
extension of their primary internal function-that of pointing out in 
advance a particular element within the narrative and of introducing 
even very small segments that have no autonomy whatsoever. 

-raina EJtLAE~cqtEvo~:; 6 I1oA.uxgan]~:; xai VO<Jl f.af3wv &~:; ol Eii unnl8£w 6 
'A!-WOll:;, Uil~Y]W Err' <!> av 1-!CtAlOW l:~V ')JUX~V CxOYj8ELYj cmoAO!-!EV<Jl l:WV 
XEL!-!YJAlwv, bt~~!-!Evo; b · Ei!gwxE -robE· ~v oL o<j>gY)yi; T~v E<j>OQEE xgouoo
bno; , O~-tagaybou 1-!EV /-.[Sou i'ouoa, Egyov bE ~v ewbwgou l:OU TYJAE
XAEO<; Z:a~-tLOll. ErtEL d!v TaUTYJV ol EMXEE cmof-laAEiV. EJtOtEE wta6E· JtEV
TY]XOVl:EQOV JtAY]QWoa~:; avbgwv Eo£f3YJ E<; <nJT~V . . (3.41.1-2) 

Polycrates. upon reading these words and realizing that Amasis was giv
ing him good advice. began to search among his treasures one for the loss 
of which his heart would especially suffer, and thus searching, he found 
the followinf.:: he had a seal which he wore mounted on a gold ring, made 
of emerald, the work of Theodorus. son of Telecles the Samian. Since , 
then. he decided to throw that away. he did theji11/ou·inR: having manned a 
fifty-oared ship . he went on board . 

Prospective sentences like those just quoted, as inexpressive as 
they may be , still subsume a narrator who organizes his own dis
course•~'> and who openly controls the pace of the narrative, forcing the 
recipient of the narration to take in the story in progressive stages and 
to focus his attention on the salient points so preannounced. This narra
tor is not necessarily always identical with the histor-that is, the narra
tor of the Histories, the "I" of the text. 17 He is rather a more vaguely 

16 Barthes. Discourse of His ton· 12~. 
17 The term hist01; which here and elsewhere I borrow from Dewald, "Narrative 

Surface , .. denotes the narrator of the Histories not only qua narrator but also in his guise 
of researcher, collector. editor and critic of the lo~:oi. and composer and organizer of the 
whole. as he emerges from the text itself. and as distinct from the historical author 
Herodotus. Because the distinction is important but relativel y new. histor constitutes a 
useful conventional term. Moreover. in spite of the criticism of Evans. "Six New Studies" 
95. that the term is not found in Herodotus and means "mediator" in Homer (see Iliad 
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definable "teller of the story" at that particular point, a narrative voice 
which in the reader's perception has the faculty of including both the 
histor and his possible source (especially if the narrative is in indirect 
speech), or either one of the two, according to the context. 

One can easily understand why external prospective sentences 
would constitute a commonplace feature of serious expository dis
course and how they answer to the practical demands of the genre. 
They represent one of the "shifters of organization" which Barthes 
identifies as typical of historical discourse.18 They help to subdivide and 
group the material and to identify the topic at a given point: 

'IYjtQLXTJV oonc; ~OUAEtm 6g8wc; l;l]tElV ' tUbE XQTJ JWLELV· 
Whoever wishes to investigate medicine correctly should do this . 

(Hippocr. Airs, Waters, Places I) 

voor]11ata tE t a b£ £mxwgw dvav 
The endemic diseases are these. (Airs , Waters, Places 3) 

ot yag 'A8YJvaim tg6mp tmcpbE ii"-8ov btl t a ngay11ata £v otc; lJV~r]8l]
oav. 
This is how the Athenians came to the circumstances in which their power 
grew. (Thuc. 1.89.1) 

The greater frequency of external prospectives in Herodotus is thus 
partly explained as a means of acknowledging and counterbalancing the 
exceptional diversity of his material and the number of articulations in 
his logos in comparison with the more linear works of other fifth-cen
tury prose writers. Prospective sentences at once make the subdivision 
explicit, emphasize the part, and connect it to what precedes. 

Internal prospectives, by contrast, do not fulfill as clear a practical 
function in a written work. They are the most expendable of metanarra
tive interventions, so that some translators of Herodotus occasionally 
edit them out of the text, as the following example shows (all the meta-

18.501), its application to Herodotus is entirely appropriate. As Nagy demonstrates, Pin
dar's Homer 250-61 , historia ("inquiry"), like histor, expresses a juridical concept; He
rodotus presents himself at the outset as practicer of historia , and like the arbitrator in the 
Homeric passage he takes a position on who is aitios ("responsible"). For the narrator of 
the Histories see also Marincola, "Herodotean Narrative, " and Darbo-Peschanski , Dis
cours du particulier 107-12. 

18 Barthes, "Discourse of History," 128-31. 
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narrative sentences are underlined in the Greek and italicized m the 
English): 

Bcil!-!a b£ !-lEYa dbov Jtu86!-!Evo; Jtaga twv Emxwg[wv [external summary 
introduction]. 19 tWV yag OOtEWV XEXU!-!EVWV xwgl; EXatEQWV t WV EV tfl 
wixn ta1nn JtEOOVtlJJV (xwgL; flt'V yag tWV flEQOEWV EXEltO ta 6at£a, w; 
EXWQL08l] xat' agxa;, EtEQW8L ?If t WV Atyu;n[cuv), ai !-lEV t WV flEQOEWV 
XEcpaA.a[ dm ao8EVEEc; OUtlJJ lllOtE' Ei flEAOl::; 1p~cp(Jl !-!Ouvn f3aAEL v' ()L

utngav£n;, cxl 6f twv Alymn[ow outw b~ n loxuga[, !-!Oyu:; &.v /.[8qJ 
rra[oac; OtaQQllsEta;. u'lnov lit -.:o\J-.:ou -.:oli£ l'A£yov, xai. E!-!E y~:: Etmni:w; 
bEL8ov [internal prospective introduction , with gloss]. on AtyurttlOL !-lEV 
UUTLX<X cmo rrmMwv ClQSU!-!EVOl sUQWVtUl Tac; XccpaA.ac; xai. rrgo; TO ~ALOV 
rraxuvnm TO OOTEOV. nbun) bic· TOi)tO xnl TOi) fl~ cpaA.uxgouo8m n'Ln6v 
£on· '/uyu:;n[wv ycJ.g iiv n; EAaxlomu; 'ibotto cpcxAcxxgovc; Jtlxvtwv i'.xv-
8gcimwv. toutmm !-!EV b~ wino Eon ul.nov loxugac; cpog£uv th; xE
cpuA.cJ.c; [internal retrospective conclusion]. toLOL bE f1£gonm on ao8EvEuc; 
cpog£oum Ta; xEcpaf..a::;, uinov -.:oli£ [internal prospective introduction]· 
OXLl]TQOcpEOllOI ES hQXll<; JtlAOll; n(rguc; cpOQEOVTf.;. TaUta !-lEY VliV tOl
aiita [£6vw Elbov] [external retrospective conclusionl· EtOov 6£ xul IJ.AA.u 
O!-!Otn toutoLOL lcv flcmQll!-lt T<i>v iirw AXW!-!EVEt nil 6aQELOll bwcp8ng£v
TCIJV t1rro ' lvagqJ tm-, A[f\uo;. (3.12) 

I sau· a ~-:rear 1vonder here, hm·ing teamed itfimn the natives. The bones of 
those who have fallen in that battle were all scattered about. the bones of 
the Persians separate on the one side, those of the Egyptians on the other, 
just as the two armies had been separated at the beginning. The skulls of 
the Persians are so brittle that . if you struck them with a pebble only, you 
would go right through them: but those of the Egyptians are so stout that 
you would scarcely break them with the stroke of a stone. The reason the 
nati1•es give fin· this-and /1ms penuaded hv them-was* that the Egyp
tians from childhood on shave their heads, and the bones grow thicker 
through exposure to the sun. The same reason holds for the scarcity of 
baldness among them. For one sees fewer bald men in Egypt than any
where else in the world. This. then. is the reason why their skulls are so 
thick, and it is rhc same reason 1r/n· the Persians. on the other hand, have 
such hrittle skulls.* For from their childhood they shelter their heads by 
wearing woollen caps. That is the way this matter<~( the skulls was. I saw 
something similar in the case of those Persians who were killed along with 
Achaemenes , son of Darius. by Inarus the Libyan at Papremis. 

'"I call a "summary introduction·· one that. unlike the prospective and program
matic types (sec below, note 26), docs not formall y look forward to what follows , although 
it docs so in context. 
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[Asterisks mark the points at which the prospective element has been 
eliminated.)2° 

I have cited the Greek passage in full to show how internal pro
spective sentences may, as in this case, cooperate with other narrative 
and metanarrative strategies for engaging the recipient.21 In particular 
the fragmentation of the narrative by means of retrospectives recalling 
what has just been said and prospectives preparing for what is about to 
be said suggests an effort at step-by-step clarity typical of oral presen
tation.22 This hypothesis is destined to remain largely impressionistic, 
since although we all have experience of informal forward-pointing 
markers in ordinary speech ('Til tell you what"; "So, this is what we 
do"),23 prospective sentences or their equivalent are not an inevitable 
feature of sustained oral narration. 24 A parallel to internal prospective 

20Grene, Herodotus, p. 212. See also 3.41 (quoted above) in the translation by 
Rawlinson, Persian Wars, p. 231, for another example of omitted prospectives. 

21 Celebratory summary (8w~-ta), repetition of key terms (xwQl<;. £xwQlo8T], three 
times; a'(nov, four times, etc.), first-person interventions (doov, three times; E!!E ... 
£nEL8ov); use of the second-person address to the audience (8£1-m<;, OLmnQaVEEl<;, OLUQ
QTJ~ELa<;), retrospective conclusions. 

22 For o.ther stylistic features perhaps due to the influence of oral storytelling in 
Herodotus see Lang, Herodotean Narrative 1-69. Is the histor treating his own narrative 
as a performance, or is he faithfully reproducing the performances of others, oral narra
tives that he himself has received? The text of the Histories reveals that both types of 
factors may be at play: 3.12 would constitute an example of the former, but the second 
cannot be excluded for many narratives of events in the past, including the Rhampsinitus 
story discussed below. Various types of signs of interaction with the audience in the 
Histories are listed by Evans, Herodotus 100-102. For Herodotus' dependence on oral 
tradition, rather than written sources, see most recently Thomas , Oral Tradition 4, 96, 98, 
171-72, 198, 235, 238-82; Evans, Herodotus 105-43. 

23 Direct speeches in Herodotus contain several prospective sentences equivalent 
to these. They may anticipate performative utterances such as exhortations or reproaches 
(e.g., 7.39.1, ED vuv taOE £~m(otaoo) or introduce narratives (e.g., 1.117.4, JtOlEW oi: WOE). 

24The exact form of original oral narratives cannot be determined from old-fash
ioned collections (e.g., the Grimm fairytales). Prospective sentences and other deictic 
sentences involving demonstratives are frequent in the alphabetic Popo/ Vuh , which rep
resents a reconstruction of readers' performances of the ancient Mayan hieroglyphic 
(see, e.g., Tedlock, Popol Vuh 105). In the contemporary narratives exactly transcribed by 
Labov, Language in the Inner City 354-95, retrospective conclusions, but not prospective 
introductions, are a common feature. Prospective sentences sometimes occur at the be
ginning of the narratives of practical jokes collected by Bauman, Story, Performance and 
Event, e.g., 37, 42. Tannen, "Oral and Literate Strategies," analyzes samples of oral and 
written narratives to demonstrate how strategies normally connected with oral communi
cation are found in written discourse of certain genres. 
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clauses among modern narratives, however, can perhaps be found in the 
habit of certain oral folk-narrators from different parts of the world of 
connecting the episodes of a story by means of a direct question ad
dressed to the audience: "Why couldn't they find their shoes? The 
shoemaker picked them up. And what did the shoemaker do next?" 
And so on. 25 Herodotus only uses this type of open-ended direct ques
tion once , accompanying it with a programmatic introduction:26 

xou bip:a, dJtOL n; av. ·wuca avawq.wucm; f:yw xal LOULO <j>gcww. 
(3.6.2) 

Where on earth, one might ask. are these (i.e .. the empty jars) used? I will 
explain this too. 27 

The open-ended direct question and the prospective sentence are 
to some extent analogous. With the open-ended direct question, the 
implicit riddle which a given narrative segment will in any case elicit 
from the recipient becomes explicitly formulated by the narrator either 
as a challenge to the recipient of the narrative ("Guess why/what. You 
tell me"), or-in the Herodotean example just quoted-as if it were 
coming from the recipient of the narrative himself ("You ask why/what. 
I will tell you"). The internal prospective leaves the riddle implicit but 
provides the terms of its formulation (what he did , why he did , in which 
way, etc.) and marks a moment of suspense which functions as addi
tional encouragement for the hearer to pose the question to himself, 
before the narrative segment that provides the answer: "Since then 
Polycrates decided to throw that away, this is what he did:" (pause: 
Guess what. I will tell you .) "He manned a fifty-oared ship and went on 
board .. .. " 

What is important is not so much to demonstrate the oral origin of 

2' This stylistic feature is noticed by Thompson. Folktale 17. and Dorson. "Oral 
Style '" 39. 

26 1 call " programmatic introduction '" one which contains an explicit reference to 
the act of narrating, often (though not inevitably) couched in the narrator's first-person. 

27 For rhetorical questions in the Histories see Lang. Herodotean Narrative 38-41. 
who however fails to distinguish between introductory and other types of questions and, 
within the class of introductory questions . between open- and close-ended , the latter 
more properly rhetorical (the only instance in Herodotus is at 7.21.1. "For. what people 
did Xerxes not lead out of Asia to Greece '' What stream of water. except for large rivers . 
was not dried up by the army who drank at them''"). Both types are Homeric, as Lang 
saw. 
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this method for establishing contact with the recipient of the narration, 
as rather to observe how it characterizes a certain type of discourse. 
Internal prospective sentences mark an especially significant moment 
of choice, in which the narrative can take different directions depending 
on the option selected by the narrative agent who happens to be in 
control (the character who acts or, at a different level, the histor or the 
alleged source who knows). In Herodotus, especially the report of a 
clever or outrageous or unexpected action in the middle of a story tends 
to be introduced by inexpressive prospective sentences of the type "he 
did/devised the following," emphasizing that the action of the character 
in question at that particular point of the story is one, and perhaps one 
of the most unpredictable, among several possible choices and will be 
determinant for the course of the narrative or its outcome.28 

The frequency of internal prospectives in those parts of the Histo
ries closest to the genre of folktale is perhaps due to the fact that the 
surprising resolution is typical of this genre of narratives. At the same 
time, however, prospective sentences occur throughout the Histories, 
scattered in narratives of all types of contents, from battle narratives to 
ethnographical passages, and their presence or absence is rather a 
question of pace and mode of narration. Thus we find no internal pro
spectives in the Gyges-Cambyses episode, the Atys-Adrastus story, 
and the flashback on Cyrus' survival-to take some famous exam
ples-which contain no fewer folktale elements and unusual actions 
than the story of Polycrates cited above . These passages emplot the 
story in the tragic mode, and the narrator qua narrator is almost totally 
absent from them-though the histor may occasionally appear in the 
role of audience, on this side of the narrated. 29 They employ a discourse 
entirely different from that of more punctiliously didactic or ironic nar
ratives in which a narrator appears in charge of the narration and orga
nizes it for the benefit of the recipients. 

The limiting case for the use of prospective sentences in Herodo
tus is the story of Rhampsinitus and the thief in Histories 2.121, a folk-

28 See, e.g. , 1.21.1 , 48.2, 80.2, 96.2, etc. 
29 See, e.g., the chilling concluding gloss at 1.119.7, tv6EiitEV I)£ E~EAAE, w<; tyw 

l'>oxi\w, a/..(oa<; 6(mtHV ta navta. Harpagus has just exited from the stage carrying the 
miserable remains of his son. Where will he go? Presumably to take care of the burial, 
supposes the narrator as spectator, who knows no more than the rest of the audience. For 
the "emplotment" of history in the tragic and other modes see White, Tropics of Dis
course 58-74. 
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tale attested in several different versions throughout the world.3o What 
distinguishes this version from its Greek parallels or antecedents is that 
here several perhaps originally independent stories have been joined 
together to produce a longer chain. 31 The strung-along effect is en
hanced by the discourse: in no other passage of the Histories do we find 
prospective introductions used to organize the narrative with such fre
quency and regularity to the exclusion of other metanarrative sen
tences. Prospective pointers distinguish six out of eight equivalent car
dinal functions or functional sequences (here given an asterisk): 32 

I. The king builds storage to keep treasure in it: 1:ov o£ £gya~6-
flEVOV ErtL~OUAEUOVl:a L<lOE fll)Xavcxo8at. 

*2. The builder and his sons devise an opening in the storage to 
steal the treasure: they steal part of it: we; o£ aun1J xa1 o1c; xat 
LQL<:; avol1;avn atd EAUOOW <j>alvw8at 1:0 XQ~flaLa (wuc; yag 
xA.fmac; oux CxVLEVat XEQa[~onac;), rrotl)oat flLV l:UOL 

*3. The king sets a trap to catch the thieves: he catches one of 
them . 

4. The thief decapitates his trapped brother: he escapes with 

"'Elwell. "Tale of Thievery": Aly, \folksmiirchen 67. Lloyd. Herodotus Book II 
2.53-54. gives a complete bibliography on probable prototypes and descendants and 
identifies two basic common folk motifs: that of the discomfiture of the ruler and that of 
the wily thief. See Thompson. Motif Index H.507. 1.0.2. K.346.1.1. and K.30lff. 

' 1 Fehling. Herodotus and His "Source., .. 210-11. identifies three originally sepa
rate strands in the tale and argues that they were put together by Herodotus himself: (I) 
theft from the king's treasure and the thief's escape by decapitation of his brother (Cha
rax FGrHist 103 F 5 and Paus. 9.37.5-6. both ultimately from the Telegony. as Proclus· 
summary indicates); (2) men guarding the headless body being made drunk , from an 
unknown source: (3) prostitution of the king's daughter. transferred from Herodotus 
2.126. 

' ' "Function." in the sense given to the term by Propp. Morphology of the Folktale 
21. is an act seen in terms of the role it plays in the story to which it belongs. regardless of 
how and by whom it is performed. Barthes. "Introduction to Structural Analysis ... con
siders functions in greater detail. distinguishing within Proppian functions nuclei or "car
dinal functions" that "constitute veritable hinges of the narrative" from "others which 
merely 'fill' the narrative space separating the hinge functions." Though the distinction is 
excessively fluid also because nothing in narrative is mere filler-sec 108 with 114-it 
works in relative terms: in the story of Rhampsinitus and the thief. the death of the 
builder. for example. or the intervention of the thieves· mother may be regarded as sec
ondary actions. A succession of nuclei linked together by a relation of solidarity is an 
actional sequence . which in turn constitutes a nameable functional unit (e .g . . "clever 
action"). Most of the clever actions marked in the scheme constitute sequences of several 
actions. 
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brother's head, protecting his own identity: a:rtoQEUf!EVOV 6E 
fllV ;:abE :rtmi)om. 

*5. The king sets a trap to catch the thief, using the other thief's 
headless body: W£ 6£ xaAE:rtW£ EAafl~OVE'tO l) fl~TEQ TOU :JtEQl
EOV'tO£ nmM£ xal noJ...Aa :rtQO£ auTi!v f..£ywv oux E:rtEdk, Em
'tEXvt)oao8m mla6E fllV. 

*6. The thief makes the guards drunk and steals the body: ;:ov 6£ 
~amf..Ea, W£ aunp Ct:JtT]YYEA811 'tO'U <j>OJQO£ 6 VEXU£ ExXEXAEfl
flEVO£. bElva :JtOlEEl v, :JtCtV'tW£ 6£ ~OUAOflEVOV E'IJQE8fjvm OO'tl£ 
xo;:£ Et11 6 mum fll1Xavwf!EVO£, :rtoli)oat fHV ;:a6E, EflOl flEV ou 
mo1:a. 

*7. The king sets a trap by prostituting his daughter: W£ 6£ •ilv 
naioa nm£Hv ;:a Ex wii nawo£ :rtQoo;:ax8£v;:a, ;:ov <j>wga 
:rtu86flEflO£ ;:wv dvExa ;:aum E:JtQ~OOE'tO, ~ou/..118£v;:a :rtof..u
'tQO:rttn wu ~amAEO£ :JtEQlYEVEo8m :rtOlEElV 'tOOE. 

*8. The thief escapes using the limb of an unknown dead man. 

The narrative segments listed above follow a regular pattern, each 
including an initial clever action followed by the achievement of its 
intended result, if that occurs. The prospective introductions show a 
fairly typical form, in which units of contents (that is, functions) and 
units of discourse (the summarizing elements) appear side by side: in 
most cases a circumstantial clause or group of clauses which belongs to 
the narrative and rushes it through ("since after opening the chamber 
two or three times he saw that evidently the treasure was less and 
less ... ") precedes the metanarrative prospective element, corre
sponding to the main clause of the sentence, which stops the narrative 
short. 33 

The last prospective, marking function 8 in the scheme above, 
formulates explicitly the idea of a race of cunning intelligence between 
king and thief (~OUA118EVTa :rtOAU'tQO:rtLTI wu ~amAEO£ :rtEQlYEVEo8m) as 
it announces the action which will determine the final winner. All the 
preceding narrative segments in the list are functions of this race in 
which each of the two opponents in turn tries to outsmart the other for 
the purpose of keeping (preserving the treasure, saving one's life) and 
taking (stealing the treasure, catching the thief). 

33 The reverse pattern, in which the prospective element appears in a subordinate 
or participial clause, is sometimes used externally to introduce anachronic narratives: 
e.g., 1.73.2, ... YEVOf.lEVOV YUf.lf}QOV Kgolmp w<'>E. 
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The thief's career is represented by a series of increasingly advan
tageous compromises between gains and losses: he steals part of the 
treasure (2), but has to give up his brother, although he keeps his broth
er's head, which allows him to save himself (4), and later he also man
ages to steal his brother's body by wasting and giving away a great 
quantity of wine (6). In the clever action that closes the series (8), the 
thief succeeds in saving something valuable (himself) while giving up 
something worthless (the mutilated limb taken from an unknown man 
already dead) , in contrast with his previous escape, achieved at the high 
cost of leaving behind the mutilated body of his brother, whom he had 
to kill. For the losing side, a similar alternation of keeping/catching and 
letting go/giving up follows a descending curve. The king builds a stone 
chamber in order to preserve his treasure, but that causes him to be 
deprived of some of it. He sets a trap and catches one of the thieves, but 
only as a headless corpse. which provides him with a second inexpen
sive trap, but which he must subsequently surrender. The king's pros
titution of his own daughter (7) represents the last and highest expendi
ture for the sake of gaining and is more strongly emphasized than the 
others in the prospective introduction by the addition of a gloss with the 
grammatical first-person (Ef!OL f!EV o-l1 mcrta, 122.£1). This is the first 
clear appearance of the histor in the narration, since the prospective 
sentences in themselves are, as we have already observed, merely signs 
of the story being told, either by the his tor or by the sources implied in 
the oratio obliqua construction (presumably the "Egyptian priests" of 
2.120.1). Here the histor's expression of disbelief devalues as historical 
fact the segment of the narrative most crucial from the point of view of 
signification. 34 

The king 's prostitution of his own daughter corresponds in fact to 
a scandalous and unbelievable narrative moment, when the two adver
saries, who are lexically defined as opposite (king-thief), start becom
ing one . As when the thief decapitated his brother, blood ties are here 
traded in by the king for the purpose of obtaining something else, and 
the king outrageously accepts the race of wit on the thief's own terms: 
in order to be equal to the thief in sophie, the king must be also anosios 
to the same degree (TO oo<j>ov and TO avomov are in fact the terms used 

'14 The appearance of several infinitives in subordinate clauses throughout the story 
in indirect speech (itxnv, 12l.al; TUXEiv, 12J.f)l. etc. ) indicates disbelief in the story in 
general. See Cooper, "Intrusive Oblique Infinitives." For the value of false stories in 
Herodotus see Lateiner. Historical Method 77. 
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in the narrative at 122.£4; cf. noA.u<j>goavv'Y) and 'tOAf.l'YJ at 121.~1) . 35 This 
leveling off of king and thief on the basis of the inseparability of shrewd
ness and impiety paves the way for the final reconciliation and contrac
tion of marriage kinship between the two. Just as the king becomes 
equivalent to the thief, so the thief becomes, so to speak, kingly: he 
marries the king's daughter and is praised as the one who knows most 
among men (W£ JtAfima EJtlO'tUf.lEVq:> avegumwv). The story ofthis race 
ironically contributes to the exploration of two themes of great impor
tance in Herodotus, for which the narrative throughout the Histories 
keeps offering contradictory evidence. The first is that of the possibility 
of the convergence of opposites (e.g., Greek and barbarian), which 
includes the narrower question of whether a king is essentially different 
or essentially similar to other human beings. The second is the question 
of whether sophie need be a moral or an amoral virtue. 36 

The prospective announcements that reveal the structure of the 
tale of Rhampsinitus and the thief slow down and scan the narrative, 
although not at the cost of violating the required dramatic pace. Thus 
the thief's decapitation of his brother at the entreaty of the latter (4) is 
portrayed as a hasty and desperate solution and is not mediated pro
spectively. Each prospective introduction which breaks a continuum 
naturally draws attention to the individual item. Here the cumulative 
effect is that the particular actions lifted out of the context in the same 
way become conspicuous as equivalent items in a series. Though pro
spective sentences often are, as are most of these, meaningless shifters 
which do not in their contents interpret the facts of the narrative, yet 
they can serve the purpose of evaluation. In a more general sense, this 
tale in Herodotus is a small example of how meaning is produced by the 
cooperation of two different levels, the level of functions (the story 
itself) and the level of discourse (how the story is told). 

RoSARIA VJGNOLO M u NSON 
SWARTHMORE COLLEGE 

35 'Avoow~ and oux oow~ are strong evaluative terms elsewhere in the Histories, 
denoting disregard for what is "sacred," either in the proper sense (i.e. , "pertaining to the 
divine") or with a broader meaning. See Powell , Lexicon s.vv., and Darbo-Peschanski, 
Discours du particulier 42-43, 64-69. 

36See especially the stories of private individuals who become kings: Gyges (1.8-
13), Deioces (1.96-100), Cyrus (1.107-30), and Darius (3.84-87). On sophie and morality 
see, e.g., Munson, "Artemisia" 103-4. 
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